By: Dr. Patricia Jordan
Vaccines the medical assumption of safety and efficacy is now tempered with the knowledge they dys
regulate the immune system and are responsible for dis ease even the diseases they are meant to
provide immunity against.
To simplify the controversy over vaccination safety and efficacy, we need to think about the facts and
what nonconflict information is available concerning vaccines. In both human and animal vaccines the
facts are that inadequate measurement of vaccine efficacy exists in the use of serology or antibody
production to mean protection or immunity. The lack of safety needs to be investigated knowing now
that the complexity of both the mammalian genome and the immune system defies the establishment
of safety with any biological product due to the lack of understanding of the genetic impact and immune
system response when vaccine ingredients (neurotoxins of mercury and carcinogens of formaldehyde
and aluminum, living cell lethal Phenol Red, antibiotics and fungistats not to mention the viruses and
microbial protein sequences, known and unknown ingredients and the level of contamination) are
injected into our immune systems and the effect on the whole body system
No, vaccines are not safety and efficacy tested. The FDA isn’t even privy to the contents of the vaccines
they license for humans due to “proprietary” protection laws. No, the USDA nor the FDA confirms the
results of efficacy or safety studies. The studies are done by the very companies who stand to profit
from the licensing, release and sale of these products. The government regulatory agencies simply
accept or deny the submissions from these companies whom stand to profit. No contamination studies
are undertaken, certainly no independent studies are done on these products to confirm or deny
existence of problems with the products that are then injected into the body .recalled vaccines are
released into the populous before the use on a grand scale bring the “failure to inactivate the virus” and
“contamination” notifications.
We know there are a plethora of adverse events from vaccinations reported in both human and animals.
We are seeing disease never seen in species prior to the onset of vaccination of those species. The
correlation of death, disease and disability following vaccination administration is cause to invoke the
Precautionary Principle while the medical assumption made 200 years ago is called up for proper
independent investigation of separating the facts into truths about vaccine safety and efficacy. While
that process is fought for by the very individuals whom are vaccine damaged or are the parents of a
vaccine damaged child or vaccine damaged animal, let us review the process of vaccination under what
we now understand about the immune system. Most of the genetic and immunology information
reviewed here have not been made public or taught in our institutions of higher learning and therefore
new not only to the public whom has been harmed but the medical doctors whom engaged in the
medical practice act of vaccine administration.
Intelligent design set up our immune system to function with several brigades of protection from
invasion of pathogens and toxins. Interesting that the word vaccine actually means “poison”. Our
humoral system is meant to be an internal brigade that is engaged when an assault or invasion reaches
the inside of our bodies. The inside of our bodies, the bloodstream a much more pristine environment

than the direct contact with the outside world that our skin and mucosal surface remains our first
defense. The outside of our insides is the mucosal system. The lining of our eyes, nose, mouth and ears
portals to the inside lining of our gastrointestinal, respiratory, nasal, oral, ocular and auricular portals.
The rectum is the exit for our gastrointestinal, our urinary tract exits out the urinary portals and the
reproductive out the vestibules of those organs.
Our primary and most important forms of defense are actually the cell mediated immune system and
the mucosal immunity. These number one and two brigades of our defense system are the route to
protection that was intelligently designed and has served us well. Over two hundred years ago, the use
of unscientific and non evidence based procedure of vaccination started in Europe. The process of
virolation, a type of snuff of ground up small pox scabs had been attempted over 500 years earlier than
the European effort by the Chinese, but in the Genius of China, they abandoned the idea of vaccination
because they found that the process was not helpful and actually made the health of the patient more
perilous. The Chinese base their genius on thousands of years of observations of which written records
have been found tracking the failure or success of their methods of medicine. Why have we not realized
that the years of observation have not been tracked in our western medicine? Rather we have carried a
200 year old medical ASSUMPTION that vaccines work.
The unnatural method of injecting agents or spraying agents into the body bypassing the intelligent
design of our first two lines of defense has resulted in a dys regulation of the defense system. First it
paralyses the cell mediated immune system and we will discuss the consequences. Second the hyper
stimulation of the humoral immunity will atrophy the mucosal immunity and all of the outposts set up
for early detection and elimination of poisons. The effect of the hyper stimulation of the humoral sets in
motion its own misguided events that now will see the terrorists dropped inside the immune system
defense as terrorists, even if some of the agents are important to our matrix structure. This results in a
loss of tolerance and the inability to recognize self. We then turn against our own structures following
this manipulation. The calamity of results to our immune system and our whole body system is now
known for just a portion of the ingredients of the vaccines and this is further evidence that proper safety
testing never took place prior to licensing and releasing these agents onto the public. Meaning every
vaccination is experimentation under the guise of health care delivery.
The importance of a post marketing surveillance system in judging vaccine safety
Adverse event reports are available for veterinary patients, for a small listing read the reports of cat,
dogs and ferrets adverse events. There are adverse events that occur within 72 hours and those that
take place later, sometimes ten years following vaccine administration. There are small incomplete
reports called into the USDA and one source for these events is listed, however a central independent
regulatory adverse event reporting agency is lacking. Many post vaccinal events involving
immunopathology continue to go unrecognized and therefore unacknowledged. Dys regulation of the
immune system, autoantibody production and development of autoimmune disease and cancers may
not show up within 72 hours and therefore are not tracked. Scientific papers prove that only vaccinated
individuals develop auto antibodies so the link of vaccines to autoimmune disease is undeniable.

There are papers by Dr. Jean Dodds that list the acute adverse events of vaccines within 72 hours and
then separate out those that show up after 72 hours. Also Dr. Ronald Schultz list out four pages of
adverse events that follow vaccination and these are broken into categories of mild, moderate and
severe adverse events following vaccine administration.
In the 2006 AAHA Canine Vaccine Guidelines it is stated that the lack of a national clearing house for
collecting registering, investigations, tracking adverse events following vaccinations at this time is
voluntary. Indeed especially where vaccine testing studies are very short and few, the importance of a
post vaccine administration surveillance system is especially necessary. The folly is a lack of vaccine
safety studies post administration is a recognized shortcoming of the licensing and use of veterinary
biologicals. The AVMA Council on Biologic and Therapeutic Agents believes current adverse events
reporting systems need significant improvement in the capture and analysis, reporting of adverse
events. Principles of Vaccination JAVMA 2001; 219:575‐574. The cornerstone of safety on vaccines is the
post marketing and surveillance and at this time, the AVMA, AAHA, AAFP, USDA are not performing due
diligence in tracking the adverse events. What voluntary reporting that is done is the type of system that
in itself is subject to multiple limitations including underreporting, lack of understanding and reporting
of temporal associations, unconfirmed diagnosis, lack of denominator data and unbiased comparison.
Because of these limitations the true impact of vaccine adverse events………and therefore safety and
efficacy…….remain hidden for both the public and the medical professionals. Safety and efficacy of the
vaccines are still then very much in question.
Indeed especially where vaccine testing is short and few the importance of a post administration
surveillance system is now self evident. The folly in the lack of vaccine safety studies is a well recognized
shortcoming of the licensing and use of biologicals. Even in the example of vaccine adverse events in
children that legislated the establishment of the VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System) set
up to track the adverse events following mandated National Childhood Vaccine Programs, Dr. David
Kessler former head of the FDA admitted serious underreporting of these adverse events in human
medicine. The underreporting estimates when applied to vaccines administered in companion animals
would indeed be looking for 650,000 veterinary adverse events.
Too few studies are available to veterinarians to keep abreast of linked adverse events. One study, did
attempt to offer post marketing surveillance adverse events just on the rabies vaccines in dogs.
The number of dog vaccines, like the number of childhood vaccines has grown substantially. In the
10970’s four vaccines has now grown to over twenty in 2009.
Increasing adverse vaccine events have prompted Dr. Jean Dodds to publish protocols for handling
preventative care to certain breeds of dogs at risk for adverse events following vaccination. I ask again,
shouldn’t the efficacy of vaccines be evaluated just like the safety of vaccines? The basis of vaccine
safety and efficacy are both assumptions that lack the non conflicted independent studies assuring the
public .More than corporate integrity is necessary for the establishment of vaccines as a safe and
efficacious procedure and as reason to incorporate vaccination in a medically warranted procedure.

Dr. Craig F. Greene has also provided a look into this problem with his paper on Avoiding Vaccine
reactions in Dogs and Cats presented for the World Small Animal Veterinary Association in 2003 at the
28th World Congress in Bangkok, Thailand.
As well, the ten years of research by the AVMA appointed Feline Sarcoma Vaccine Associated Sarcoma
Task Force has identified problems with veterinary vaccines producing cancer not only in cats but in
dogs and ferrets inoculated with vaccines containing adjuvant. It was the work of this task force that
identified the established link of aluminum adjuvant in vaccines and sarcoma cancers. The link of the
aluminum to a p53 mutation has been made in several studies as well, further indentifying the
carcinogenic nature of vaccine components.
An observation by Australian veterinarians linking the lack of feline sarcomas to the lack of adjuvant
rabies and feline leukemia vaccines in cats in Australia helped more firmly link the association of cancer
and veterinary vaccine adjuvant use. In 1999 the WHO in the IARC classified the aluminum salt adjuvants
as grade III/IV with IV being the most carcinogenic.
The truth is “we don’t know” about vaccine contents or adjuvants and the length of their effect on the
immune system or the whole body system. The inflammation, the carcinogenicity, the mutational force,
the neurotoxicity, the genotoxicitiy and the teratogenicity are all unknown risks that we are just now
starting to uncover following 200 years of use of vaccine use in western medicine. Indeed the adverse
events are the post marketing events that are being denied. What we are finding is that all species
vaccinated are developing cancer and not just at the site of injection and not only with sarcomas. Cancer
is coming from vaccines .All types of cancer are coming into all levels of tissues of the vaccinated
populations. The Vaccine associated sarcoma task force has shown this in not simply a “co incidence”.
I have records of other pharmaceuticals injected causing cancer. Interesting, that the word
pharmacopeia actually means “witchcraft”. I have documented cases of the use of Proheart causing
cancers of spindle cells and Schwann cells in the injected leg. Despite the acknowledgement of Fort
Dodge that Proheart was linked to cancer, the work done by Dr. Valerie Hampshire to perform due
diligence and report this adverse event was covered up by Fort Dodge whom through their actions tried
to get the FDA Adverse Event Agent, Dr. Valerie Hampshire intimidated and influenced to undue her due
diligence. One of the largest recalls of animal drugs in the history of the USDA occurred when Fort
Dodge had ProHeart recalled.
ProHeart has now been re released despite the new warnings about not administering vaccines and
Proheart within 3 months. However, is one were to read the re releasing information provided to the
citizens of Canada about Proheart, they re advised not to use this product unless no other alternative is
available. I wish the US protected their citizens as diligently as Canada did.
Dr. Jean Dodds links over represented breeds of dogs with certain adverse events following vaccination
administration. However, a two year study looking at vaccine use and adverse reactions, links data
gathered at 360 Banfield clinics in 2002 and 2003 with young adult small breed neutered dogs receiving
multiple vaccinations as being highest risk for post vaccine administration adverse events. The smaller
the dog, the more likely a purebred, neutered and receiving multiple vaccines seemed to increase the

amount of adverse events. The mixed breed dogs and the dogs that were larger and not multiply
vaccinated fared better. This was a study for acute reactions reported within 72 hours. A question is
raised her over the impact of vaccines to genetic families of dogs. Are the vaccines also impacting the
genes of those vaccinated?
Again we should realize that we do not know the answers of the how the vaccines are impacting the
genetics of individuals and how they will therefore impact lines of specially bred animals perhaps in food
animals whose genes are selectively bred for purposes of feeding the populations of humans and
animals.
Many are now being made aware of the information just now released in 2003 and 2006 following the
changing of vaccine protocols by the AVMA, AAFP and AAHA here in our country. Dr. Ron Schultz has
been saying since 1978 that there is no scientific basis for yearly vaccines and that the duration of
immunity is greater than the vaccine label states. Despite the individual drug companies being aware
that the duration of immunity as measured with the less than accurate testing method of serology and
antibody titers for their vaccines were much greater than one year, even three years, the facts are they
did not offer to supply this information until competing interests emerged for the DOI market of
biologicals that were following the new triennial protocols. The three year recommendation is also not
scientific nor evidence based. The lack of DOI published studies now alerts us to the safety and efficacy
of vaccines we still do not know…..
We don’t know the extent of vaccine induced disease disability and death they are responsible for
either. One site does show the events that have occurred with the increased vaccines protocols in little
children; the graphs show all manners of chronic disease and vaccinosis on the rise along with the rise in
vaccine administration. Also a link to increased deaths of children in the 1‐5 year old age group with rise
in vaccine number.
We can now link the aluminum in vaccines to the rise of allergies, asthma, eczema, anaphylaxis due to
the aluminum tracked class switching of IgE. The immune mediated diseases due to Ag/Ab complexes
and all manners of immune response to the assault by vaccine injections. Organ failure of kidney, liver,
heart, lungs traceable to the cascade of inflamatory events that are consequential to immune cells and
antigen collision. Behavioral problems not use of which is established with the neurotoxin, mercury
which remains in the vaccines for animals to this very day despite the fact that information was first
published in 1935 by Pitman Moore stating the over 50% of dogs inoculated with mercury had
inflamatory reactions. This evidence was even present in Congressional Testimony. I would like to know
why if everyone knew about the link of mercury to adverse reactions that “it wasn’t even safe for dog
serum” and yet this dangerous substance has remained in animal vaccines and humans vaccines TO THIS
VERY DAY.
My own observations are that mercury is the most likely candidate for the evolution of the MMPs the
enzymes in the tissues of the animals having evolved (mutated) into enzymes now capable of bone and
connective tissue dissolution. This would explain the “disappearing dog” syndrome I have witnessed and
been told about by clients. Mercury has indeed now been linked to the increase of the cytokine cascade

and the mutations. Aluminum has also been linked to mutations, and is capable of decreasing the blood
brain barrier allowing all matters of viruses and chemicals into the brain. Really, really are we still going
to keep avoiding the cause of cancer in the brains of those whom have been vaccinated? Vaccines also
are responsible for gamma interferon increases and increasing the permeability of the gastrointestinal
tract therefore allowing all manners of agents across the GI tract that intelligent design kept
intentionally out, so now really? Really? Are we going to continue to deny the link of inflamatory bowel
disease and food allergies?
Autoimmune diseases include but are not limited to thyroid disease up or down, endocrine disease,
Diabetes Type 1 & 2, metabolic syndrome, hyper and hypo adrenalcorticism, degenerative myelopathy,
myasthenia gravis. Probably isn’t important that aluminum sequesters in the brain in the hippocampus
where the seat of endocrine regulation takes place, or in muscles providing long term inflammation.
Long term inflamatory response is just one of the precursors to cancer, along with oxidative damage
which has been documented as a result of vaccination .Most of the ocular disease fit into categories of
autoimmune diseases and immune mediated so of course should we not fail to our diligence in tracking
vaccine induced immune impact on the entire realm of ocular disease. Even the behavioral problems of
aggression, anxiety and separation anxiety shown to be the result of the vaccines and could predict the
trauma that can spring forth from behavioral issues.
The immunosuppression that occurs secondary to vaccination from cell mediated immunosuppression
to atrophy of the mucosal immunity sites; vaccine dys regulate the immune system. The paralysis of the
cell mediated immune system is responsible for the majority of bacterial, viral, fungal, yeast, infections
as also the parasitic infections from skin to intestinal, external and internal……………all of this dis ease
heavily dependent on the cell mediated branch of our intelligent design that becomes paralyzed with
unintelligent intrusion by inoculations. Ever see, red mange occur in an immunosupressed dog, not one
running loose living out of dumpsters, I mean the purebred short haired dog that is aggressively
vaccinated in the vets office every 3 weeks as it enters into puberty. Have you ever seen vaccinated
individuals break with coccidia……..following vaccination? Have you ever seen the very infection the
animals are being vaccinated against break as a source of disease following vaccination? Here you have
vaccine induced disease!
The Type 1 – IV Immune mediated reactions occur in increasing frequency to heavily immunized
individuals. It is here that I realized so many of our dogs vaccinated with Lyme vaccines still get “Lyme
Disease “pathology. Same for Leptospira vaccines, it is here that you realize the impact of the immune
system with the antigen………..coming in the vaccine is responsible for the generation of pathology that
results. So in cases like this, you don’t have to worry about the disease being from “infection” as the dis
ease is the immunopathology that results from the collision of antigen to the individual’s immune
system. Now you see………..the genetic impact with the intrusion of the vaccine is what dictates the very
expression of disease, many times disease results from the immune system dys regulation, not from any
interaction with an infective organism. So, you get the vaccine you get the disease you probably won’t
even run into the infective organism! There appears to be questionable benefit of all of these vaccines,
an unadulterated immune system would stand a much better chance against possible infection, just
provide optimal nutrition and avoid stress.

Stress in any form is a big immunosuppressant, so never ever should any vaccines be administered with
stressful situation like anesthesia, surgery, transport, etc or with malnutrition or parasitism. Yes, we may
see a fungal infection in a free roaming dog, but we are also seeing them in purebred dogs vaccinated
and transported arriving into pet shops!
Viruses, they are not dead, they are not alive they are packages of protein sequences that when in the
vicinity of living cells that are both receptive and susceptible are capable of replication and infectivity.
The evolution of viruses is the wonder of their ability to mutate. Now we should know, if you inject a
virus, viral antigens, they are capable of reassortment and recombination and mutation in the face of
the necessary living cells receptability and susceptibility. The level of stress and malnutrition is for sure
the way to make living cells more receptive and susceptible to microbial infection and replication. So,
remember every injection is a step towards infection! Knowing that viral and microbial antigens are
capable of triggering autoimmune disease means that it is no “coincidence” that autoimmune diseases
occur in vaccinated individuals. The presence of environmental toxins to promote disease is true but
there is no more intimate assault as the inoculation into the internal environment of the inheritable
genome. The major histocompatibility tissue markers are half of the story linking disease expression.
The other half is the antigens that are presented to the individual. The half that is affected by
vaccination is half responsible for the “reaction” of intelligent design to defend ourselves from assault.
However the adulterated assault that intrudes on our “intelligent design” is responsible for the
expression of disease we suffer. The mistunement of our immune system is a reflection of medical
hubris .One generation suffering autoimmune disease passes along genetic disease to the next
generation. The genetic impact of medical hubris is certainly transferable from one generation to the
next and this sets up genetic disease in family lines. No, autism is not “because of your genes”, it is
because of the intrusion of immune system mistunement. Mistunement that never has safety or efficacy
studies to back up their use.
Back to the information provided by Dr. Ron Schultz whom only vaccinates his own dogs once in a
lifetime with a three way vaccine against what he considers to be the three lethal viruses; distemper,
adenovirus and parvovirus. Only one in a lifetime and never gain after that. He knows it only takes once
to genetically alter the genome and provide a lifetime of protection. Dr. Shultz has DOI studies for
distemper that go out 15 years. Have we been over vaccinating?
YOU BETHCA!
Schultz and Scott have been warning us about this since 1978, five years following the 1973
recommendations that came out from the AVMA to start vaccination administrations yearly. Despite the
fact acknowledgement that the vaccination protocols in use of 8 and 12 weeks vaccination of puppies
was working well, the AVMA suddenly without any scientific basis, advised yearly vaccination.
The experts on the AVMA Council whom signed off for this recommendation were pharmaceutical
representatives from Pitman Moore, governmental regulatory agencies, a Cornell based representative
(Cornell associated with the Animal Baker Vaccine Institute that makes vaccines for sale) a Tuft’s

academic and a Washington State Veterinary School Large Animal Surgeon. Not one small animal
practitioner, not one immunologist and not one geneticist was on that Council.
Dr. Alice Wolf in her 2001 WSAVMA talk entitled Vaccines of the Past and Future relayed that the
practice started in 1978 to vaccinate yearly. Dr. Schultz and Scott published the same year that there
was no scientific basis for this practice. Dr. Alice Wolf relayed that the motives for yearly vaccination
despite no scientic basis for its use was in most cases a “profit center” driven reason. Dr. Schultz with Dr.
tom Phillips relayed information that the call for yearly examinations were being linked to a need to
vaccinate yearly and this was not based on scientific need.
Indeed, the unintentional consequences of medical hubris
Appendix 2 of the AAHA 2003 Guidelines state;
“Do not vaccinate needlessly”
“Don’t revaccinate more often that needed and only with vaccines that prevent disease for which the
animal is at risk. Do not assume the vaccine cannot harm a patient. Vaccines are medically active agents
and have the real potential to produce adverse events”
The AVMA of 2001 in the Principles of vaccination states;
Unnecessary stimulation of the immune system does not result in the enhanced disease resistance and
may increase the risk of adverse event following vaccination.
This month, as the top ten reasons animals are presented to their veterinarian are listed, the entire list is
the chronic disease of vaccinosis. Number one, the gluey ears that follow the dogs attempt to detox the
poisons injected into this body. Detoxing is the body’s efforts to rid itself of the poisons and toxins that
intrude on the internal environment. It is clear to me now; the profit center of unnecessary vaccine
administration has ballooned out to now include the myriad of vaccine induced disease, mistunement of
the immune system and the weakening of the vital force. These vaccinated individuals are weaker, more
dis eased and now more of a threat to public health. From the record of performance to date, the
weakened state of the individuals will not preclude the additional administration of unsafe and
unnecessary vaccines despite the warnings of both the AVMA and AAHA. We understand this clearly
now and yet the practice of vaccination continues. The rise in cancer and autoimmune disease, and
sickly individuals continues to fill the coffers of the vaccinologists.
Most all of the vaccinologists also administer these dangerous medical procedures without informed
disclosure or full disclosure. If the truth were told, what client would agree to the mistunement of their
companion animal’s immune system? The informed consent doctrine and what we should tell our
clients by DD Flemming and JF Scott is worth a read; JAVMA 2004;224:1436‐1439. The one I recommend
however is the informed consent and full disclosure put together by Kris Christine of the Rabies
Challenge Fund which also lists the DOI of the vaccines as scientifically determined. Kris Christine lost
her companion Precious Meadow to Mast Cell Tumors following dangerous and unnecessary rabies
vaccines.

Dr. Dennis Macy leading Veterinary Oncologist whom is also a expert being a Board Certified is also
helping to advocate for legislation of a Veterinary Vaccine Injury Compensation Act similar to the
National Childhood vaccine Injury Compensation Act. Individuals are being unnecessarily dis eased,
killed and disabled from the mandated vaccine programs. Programs that remain to this day, unscientific
and non evidence based. Rabies vaccines amnestic response in humans is listed at least at 14 years. In
dogs at least 5 years despite the rigorous and challenge study requirements. In doesn’t seem to matter
that they have known since 1945 and in published studies established in 1954 that only one rabies
vaccine administered to a mature mammalian immune system would protect from viral infection for the
life of the individual. One Small Pox vaccine is known to now relay 92 years of protection to humans.

Over vaccination is dis easing, disabling and killing individuals, the mistunement of the immune system
endangering the public’s health. Indeed, read the paper by Ruth Berkelman of Rollins School of Public
Health Emory Medical University entitled the Overuse of Veterinary Vaccines and the Emerging Public
Health Issues. Use of Bordatella vaccines and rabies vaccines are two examples of affects of these
vaccines into the public health specter.
Vaccines are genetic mutators and weaken, dys regulate the immune system by immunosuppression of
cell mediated immunity, atrophy of mucosal immunity, amping up and dumming down aspects of the
immune system without the intelligence of proper administration. The safety and risks and benefits of
vaccines have not been established. The route to dys regulation, the very making of internal medicine
cases, genetic diseases and immune deficiencies, and the entire spectrum of disease follows the
mistunement of the immune system via vaccinations. The expression of dis ease is the reflection of the
mistuned immune system via manipulation of a system man didn’t have the ability to comprehend and
still to this day does not. The manipulation of genetic disease from vaccine administration will be
demonstrated by the effect of biomarkers that establish vaccine damage. The genetic damage from
vaccines affects all of those that are vaccinated; the only difference the complex nature of the
possibilities on the genome in relation to nutrition and stress levels and adaptive mechanisms.
In Veterinary Medicine, every single aspect of the 1969 AVMA adopted Veterinary Hippocratic Oath is
now being violated by the practice of vaccine administration as it continues to be practiced today;

"Being admitted to the profession of veterinary medicine,
I solemnly swear to use my scientific knowledge and skills for the benefit of society through the
protection of animal health, the relief of animal suffering, the conservation of livestock
resources, the promotion of public health, and the advancement of medical knowledge.
I will practice my profession conscientiously, with dignity, and in keeping with the principles of
veterinary medical ethics.

I accept as a lifelong obligation the continual improvement of my professional knowledge and
competence."

